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Afghanistan's Islam
The buildup of Iran’s naval, air, and missile capabilities poses a wide range of
threats to maritime traffic into and outside of the Gulf.

Belize Government Gazette
"This is a practical, do-it-yourself guide for leaders and facilitators wanting to help
organisations to function and to develop in more healthy, human and effective
ways as they strive to make their contributions to a more humane society. It has
been developed by the Barefoot Collective. The guide, with its supporting website,
includes tried and tested concepts, approaches, stories and activities. It's purpose
is to help stimulate and enrich the practice of anyone supporting organisations and
social movements in their challenges of working, learning, growing and changing
to meet the needs of our complex world. Although it is aimed at leaders and
facilitators of civil society organisations, we hope it will be useful to anyone
interested in fostering healthy human organisation in any sphere of life"--Barefoot
Collective website.

Digital Economies at Global Margins
"The book first places Africa in the context of world history at the opening of the
seventh century, before examining the general impact of Islamic penetration, the
continuing expansion of the Bantu-speaking peoples, and the growth of
civilizations in the Sudanic zones of West Africa"--Back cover.

The Usefulness of Useless Knowledge
Reimaginig Utopias explores the shifting social imaginaries of post-socialist
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transformations to understand what happens when the new and old utopias of postsocialism confront the new and old utopias of social science. This peer-reviewed
volume addresses the theoretical, methodological, and ethical dilemmas
encountered by researchers in the social sciences as they plan and conduct
education research in post-socialist settings, as well as disseminate their research
findings. Through an interdisciplinary inquiry that spans the fields of education,
political science, sociology, anthropology, and history, the book explores three
broad questions: How can we (re)imagine research to articulate new theoretical
insights about post-socialist education transformations in the context of
globalization? How can we (re)imagine methods to pursue alternative ways of
producing knowledge? And how can we navigate various ethical dilemmas in light
of academic expectations and fieldwork realities? Drawing on case studies,
conceptual and theoretical essays, autoethnographic accounts, as well as synthetic
introductory and conclusion chapters by the editors, this book advances an
important conversation about these complicated questions in geopolitical settings
ranging from post-socialist Africa to Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The
contributors not only expose the limits of Western conceptual frameworks and
research methods for understanding post-socialist transformations, but also
engage creatively in addressing the persisting problems of knowledge hierarchies
created by abstract universals, epistemic difference, and geographical distance
inherent in comparative and international education research. This book challenges
the readers to question the existing education narratives and rethink taken-forgranted beliefs, theoretical paradigms, and methodological frameworks in order to
reimagine the world in more complex and pluriversal ways.

Reimagining Utopias
Mathematics is more important than ever, but phrases like "math avoidance" and
"math anxiety" are very much in the public vocabulary. In addition to providing an
invitation to mathematics in general, this book emphasizes the dynamic character
of geometry and its role as part of the foundation for our cultural heritage. Aimed
at an informed public and future teachers of mathematics, it seeks to heal the ills
of math phobia in society.

Corruption-free Churches are Possible
The conference proceedings contains contributions to the Logistics Management
conference 2019. The objective of the LM conferences is to discuss new ideas and
technical developments related to the management of logistic systems. A special
focus is put on digitalization of supply chains and decarbonization in the transport
industry.

Islam and the Economic Challenge
"This book provides the first ever overview of the history and development of Islam
in Afghanistan. It covers every era from the conversion of Afghanistan through the
medieval and early modern periods to the present day. Based on primary sources
in Arabic, Persian, Pashto, Urdu and Uzbek, its depth and scope of coverage is
unrivalled by any existing publication on Afghanistan. As well as state-sponsored
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religion, the chapters cover such issues as the rise of Sufism, Sharia, women's
religiosity, transnational Islamism and the Taliban. Islam has been one of the most
influential social and political forces in Afghan history. Providing idioms and
organizations for both anti-state and anti-foreign mobilization, Islam has proven to
be a vital socio-political resource in modern Afghanistan. Even as it has been
deployed as the national cement of a multi-ethnic 'Emirate' and then 'Islamic
Republic,' Islam has been no less a destabilizing force in dividing Afghan society.
Yet despite the universal scholarly recognition of the centrality of Islam to Afghan
history, its developmental trajectories have received relatively little sustained
attention outside monographs and essays devoted to particular moments or
movements. To help develop a more comprehensive, comparative and
developmental picture of Afghanistan's Islam from the eighth century to the
present, this edited volume brings together specialists on different periods, regions
and languages. Each chapter forms a case study 'snapshot' of the Islamic beliefs,
practices, institutions and authorities of a particular time and place in
Afghanistan"--Provided by publishe

Information and Communication Technology for Sustainable
Development
How do various forms of comedy – including stand up, satire and film and
television – transform contemporary invocations of nationalism and citizenship in
youth cultures? And how are attitudes about gender, race and sexuality
transformed through comedic performances on social media? The Cultural Set Up
of Comedy seeks to answer these questions by examining comedic performances
by Chris Rock and Louis C.K., news parodies like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart
and The Colbert Report, the role of satire in the Arab Spring and women’s
groundbreaking comedic performances in television and the film Bridesmaids.
Breaking with the usual cultural studies debates over how to conceptualize youth,
the book instead focuses on the comedic cultural and political scripts that frame
them through affective strategies post-9/11.

The History Book
In the essays and lectures here titled Neganthropocene, Stiegler opens an entirely
new front moving beyond the dead-end "banality" of the Anthropocene. Stiegler
stakes out a battleplan to proceed beyond, indeed shrugging off, the fulfillment of
nihilism that the era of climate chaos ushers in. This work was published by Saint
Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting commercial
use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or
authors.

Entrepreneurship Education and Training
Learn how to onboard ServiceNow ITSM tools by evangelizing, educating, and
coordinating your organization's service desk, developers, and stakeholders.
Drawing on his own story of lessons learned in spinning up the adoption of
ServiceNow throughout the Al Jazeera Media Network, application architect
Gabriele Kahlout shows IT service managers how to launch automated ServiceNow
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ticketing tools in seamless integration with their organization's existing email and
Active Directory. Spinning Up ServiceNow: IT Service Managers' Guide to
Successful User Adoption shows you how to orchestrate your IT service desks and
developers to facilitate the adoption and consumption of IT services by all users,
supporting their various business needs while optimizing human-computer
interaction and minimizing stress and productivity loss arising from poor humansystem design. What You'll Learn Quick-start ServiceNow in a matter of days with
the minimum configuration required to start processing tickets via email Avoid the
teething problems that can spoil your users’ onboarding experience with
ServiceNow Automate the process of scaling up new teams into ServiceNow Shape
your users' experiences so that they retain their familiar bearings in email and
Active Directory while welcoming the power of ServiceNow enhancements Create a
strategy to avoid common pitfalls that sabotage ITSM programs Who This Book Is
For IT managers charged with implementing ServiceNow ITSM suites in their
organizations and business analysts determining the requirements for such
implementation. The secondary readership is system administrators and
developers involved in ITSM.

The Barefoot Guide to Working with Organisations and Social
Change
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the
American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

Conflicted Antiquities
Carrageenan is a gelling agent extracted from red seaweeds and it has multiple
applications in the food processing and other industries. Increasing demand for
carrageenan has led to rapid expansion of carrageenan seaweed (primarily
Kappaphycus and Eucheuma) farming in tropical areas. This expansion is expected
to continue, but many issues need to be addressed to enable the sector to develop
its full potential in contributing towards sustainable livelihoods, human
development and social well-being. Including six country case studies and a global
synthesis, this document provides a comprehensive and balanced assessment of
the economic, social and governance dimensions of carrageenan seaweed farming.
Information and insights provided by this document should facilitate evidencebased decision-makings in both the public and private sectors.

The Neganthropocene
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Lost Islamic History
"Islam has been one of the most powerful religious, social, and political forces in
history. Over the last 1400 years, from origins in Arabia, a succession of Muslim
polities and later empires expanded to control territories and peoples that
ultimately stretched from southern France, to East Africa to South East Asia. Yet
many of the contributions of Muslim thinkers, scientists, and theologians, not to
mention rulers, statesmen and soldiers, have been occluded. This book rescues
from oblivion and neglect some of these personalities and institutions while
offering the reader a new narrative of this lost Islamic history. The Umayyads,
Abbasids, and Ottomans feature in the story, as do Muslim Spain, the savannah
kingdoms of West Africa and the Mughal Empire, along with the later European
colonisation of Muslim lands and the development of modern nation-states in the
Muslim world. Throughout, the impact of Islamic belief on scientific advancement,
social structures, and cultural development is given due prominence, and the text
is complemented by portraits of key personalities, inventions and little known
historical nuggets. The history of Islam and of the world's Muslims brings together
diverse peoples, geographies, and states, all interwoven into one narrative that
begins with Muhammad and continues to this day."--P. [4] of cover.

UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. III, Abridged Edition
"Original essay 'The Usefulness of Useless Knowledge' copyright A1939 by Harper's
Magazine. All rights reserved. Reproduced from the October issue by special
permission"--Title page verso.

Logistics Management
Freedom HouseOs innovative publication WomenOs Rights in the Middle East and
North Africa: Progress Amid Resistance analyzes the status of women in the region,
with a special focus on the gains and setbacks for womenOs rights since the first
edition was released in 2005. The study presents a comparative evaluation of
conditions for women in 17 countries and one territory: Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt,
Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Palestine (Palestinian
Authority and Israeli-Occupied Territories), Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tunisia,
United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. The publication identifies the causes and
consequences of gender inequality in the Middle East, and provides concrete
recommendations for national and international policymakers and implementers.
Freedom House is an independent nongovernmental organization that supports
democratic change, monitors freedom, and advocates for democracy and human
rights. The project has been embraced as a resource not only by international
players like the United Nations and the World Bank, but also by regional womenOs
rights organizations, individual activists, scholars, and governments worldwide.
WomenOs rights in each country are assessed in five key areas: (1)
Nondiscrimination and Access to Justice; (2) Autonomy, Security, and Freedom of
the Person; (3) Economic Rights and Equal Opportunity; (4) Political Rights and
Civic Voice; and (5) Social and Cultural Rights. The methodology is based on the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the study results are presented
through a set of numerical scores and analytical narrative reports.
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The Politics of Migration in Modern Egypt
What kind of economic policy package do Islamic teachings imply? This book seeks
to answer this and other related questions.

Social and Economic Dimensions of Carrageenan Seaweed
Farming
Unspeakable Truths
Entrepreneurship has attracted global interest for its potential to catalyze
economic and social development. Research suggesting that certain
entrepreneurial mindsets and skills can be learned has given rise to the field of
entrepreneurship education and training (EET). Despite the growth of EET, global
knowledge about these programs and their impact remains thin. In response, this
study surveys the available literature and program evaluations to propose a
Conceptual Framework for understanding the EET program landscape. The study
finds that EET today consists of a heterogeneous mix of programs that can be
broken into two groups: entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurship training.
These programs target a range of participants: secondary and post-secondary
education students, as well as potential and practicing entrepreneurs. The
outcomes measured by program evaluations are equally diverse but generally fall
under the domains of entrepreneurial mindsets and capabilities, entrepreneurial
status, and entrepreneurial performance. The dimensions of EET programs vary
according the particular target group. Programs targeting secondary education
students focus on the development of foundational skills linked to
entrepreneurship, while post-secondary education programs emphasize skills
related to strategic business planning. Programs targeting potential entrepreneurs
generally are embedded within broader support programs and tend to target
vulnerable populations for whom employment alternatives may be limited. While
programs serving practicing entrepreneurs focus on strengthening entrepreneurs
knowledge, skills and business practices, which while unlikely to transform an
enterprise in the near term, may accrue benefits to entrepreneurs over time. The
study also offers implications for policy and program implementation, emphasizing
the importance of clarity about target groups and desired outcomes when making
program choices, and sound understanding of extent to which publicly-supported
programs offer a broader public good, and compare favorably to policy alternatives
for supporting the targeted individuals as well as the overall economic and social
objectives.

Iraq in Crisis
In a sweeping review of forty truth commissions, Priscilla Hayner delivers a
definitive exploration of the global experience in official truth-seeking after
widespread atrocities. When Unspeakable Truths was first published in 2001, it
quickly became a classic, helping to define the field of truth commissions and the
broader arena of transitional justice. This second edition is fully updated and
expanded, covering twenty new commissions formed in the last ten years,
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analyzing new trends, and offering detailed charts that assess the impact of truth
commissions and provide comparative information not previously available. Placing
the increasing number of truth commissions within the broader expansion in
transitional justice, Unspeakable Truths surveys key developments and new
thinking in reparations, international justice, healing from trauma, and other areas.
The book challenges many widely-held assumptions, based on hundreds of
interviews and a sweeping review of the literature. This book will help to define
how these issues are addressed in the future.

Getting by in Europe's Urban Labour Markets
The book proposes new technologies and discusses future solutions for ICT design
infrastructures, and includes high-quality submissions presented at the Third
International Conference on ICT for Sustainable Development (ICT4SD 2018), held
in Goa, India on 30–31 August 2018. The conference stimulated cutting-edge
research discussions among pioneering researchers, scientists, industrial
engineers, and students from all around the world. Bringing together experts from
different countries, the book focuses on innovative issues at an international level.

Islamic Finance
As governments worldwide invest heavily in entrepreneurial education and training
(EET), this study examines the highly varied landscape of EET programs in Kenya,
Ghana, and Mozambique. It draws on both global research and the experience of
local stakeholders to deliver practical insights

Water Privatisation
A New York Times Notable Book A Los Angeles Times and Cleveland Plain Dealer
Best Book of the Year Winner of the PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing
Award From the bestselling author of the acclaimed Chaos and Genius comes a
thoughtful and provocative exploration of the big ideas of the modern era:
Information, communication, and information theory. Acclaimed science writer
James Gleick presents an eye-opening vision of how our relationship to information
has transformed the very nature of human consciousness. A fascinating intellectual
journey through the history of communication and information, from the language
of Africa's talking drums to the invention of written alphabets; from the electronic
transmission of code to the origins of information theory, into the new information
age and the current deluge of news, tweets, images, and blogs. Along the way,
Gleick profiles key innovators, including Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace, Samuel
Morse, and Claude Shannon, and reveals how our understanding of information is
transforming not only how we look at the world, but how we live.

Thinkers on Education
From the dawn of civilization to the lightning-paced culture of today, take a
fascinating journey through the most significant events in history and the big ideas
behind each one. Bring history to life as you explore the Law Code of Hammurabi,
the Renaissance, the American Revolution, World War II, and much more. As part
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of DK's award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series, The History Book uses
infographics and images to explain key ideas and themes. Biographies of key
leaders, thinkers, and warriors, from Julius Caesar to Barack Obama, offer insight
into their lives and further historical insight into these world-changing episodes.
Perfect for an avid student or armchair historian, the clear explanations of
ideologies behind events that have shaped our world into what it is today. The
History Book makes the past 4,000 years of history accessible and provides
enlightenment on the forces that shaped the world as we know it today, for
students and history buffs alike. Reviews: "[The Big Ideas Simply Explained books]
are beautifully illustrated with shadow-like cartoons that break down even the
most difficult concepts so they are easier to grasp. These step-by-step diagrams
are an incredibly clever learning device to include, especially for visual learners." Examiner.com "The visual layout promotes browsing with illustrations, pull quotes,
and simple mind maps to explain concepts quickly." - Library Journal "Accessible
guide to the great thinkers." - School Library Journal "Clever and engaging." Booklist "Kids are never too young to understand history; it just needs to be
presented in the appropriate way. With that in mind, The History Book is a fantastic
place to start." - GeekDad.com

The Iranian Sea-Air-Missile Threat to Gulf Shipping
As societies live with diversity and yet struggle with both social fragmentation and
increasing economic inequalities, populism is once again rising. Populist ethnonationalist discourse seeks to ignite fear and hate, promote marginalization and
exclusion of those who are regarded as not belonging to "the people". What is the
role and responsibility of theology and the churches in the midst of these
developments? Church leaders and teaching theologians from eighteen different
countries offer analyses, trace emerging global trends and outline some countryspecific developing situations. Examples are given of how churches take up the
challenge to resist exclusion and advocate for strengthening participatory
processes and people's agency.

U.S. History
In this ground-breaking work, Gerasimos Tsourapas examines how migration and
political power are inextricably linked, and enhances our understanding of how
authoritarian regimes rely on labour emigration across the Middle East and the
Global South. Dr Tsourapas identifies how autocracies develop strategies to tie
cross-border mobility to their own survival, highlighting domestic political struggles
and the shifting regional and international landscape. In Egypt, the ruling elite has
long shaped labour emigration policy in accordance with internal and external
tactics aimed at regime survival. Dr Tsourapas draws on a wealth of previouslyunavailable archival sources in Arabic and English, as well as extensive original
interviews with Egyptian elites and policy-makers in order to produce a novel
account of authoritarian politics in the Arab world. The book offers a new insight
into the evolution and political rationale behind regime strategies towards
migration, from Gamal Abdel Nasser's 1952 Revolution to the 2011 Arab Uprisings.

Women's Rights in the Middle East and North Africa
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In order to respond to economic globalization and increased competitive pressures,
companies need innovative, efficient and effective management strategies.
Accordingly, this book explores various scenarios faced by entrepreneurs and
family businesses, and proposes strategies to tackle the challenges and seize
opportunities to grow in a highly competitive environment. It underscores the
importance of deploying vital strategies to survive and flourish in the long term,
overcoming challenges, and capitalizing on opportunities in order to attain /
maintain a competitive position. By presenting and integrating the latest insights
and case studies on entrepreneurship, family businesses, and strategy research,
the book provides concrete recommendations for effective business survival and
growth.

The Information
Entrepreneurship Education and Training Programs around the
World
The Tree of Knowledge
Who is a Civilian?

City of Strangers
In City of Strangers, Andrew M. Gardner explores the everyday experiences of
workers from India who have migrated to the Kingdom of Bahrain. Like all the
petroleum-rich states of the Persian Gulf, Bahrain hosts an extraordinarily large
population of transmigrant laborers. Guest workers, who make up nearly half of the
country's population, have long labored under a sponsorship system, the kafala,
that organizes the flow of migrants from South Asia to the Gulf states and
contractually links each laborer to a specific citizen or institution. In order to
remain in Bahrain, the worker is almost entirely dependent on his sponsor's
goodwill. The nature of this relationship, Gardner contends, often leads to
exploitation and sometimes violence. Through extensive observation and
interviews Gardner focuses on three groups in Bahrain: the unskilled Indian
laborers who make up the most substantial portion of the foreign workforce on the
island; the country's entrepreneurial and professional Indian middle class; and
Bahraini state and citizenry. He contends that the social segregation and structural
violence produced by Bahrain's kafala system result from a strategic arrangement
by which the state insulates citizens from the global and neoliberal flows that,
paradoxically, are central to the nation's intended path to the future. City of
Strangers contributes significantly to our understanding of politics and society
among the states of the Arabian Peninsula and of the migrant labor phenomenon
that is an increasingly important aspect of globalization.

Spinning Up ServiceNow
Iraq is a nation in crisis bordering on civil war. The country now faces growing
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violence, a steady rise in Sunni Islamist extremism, an increasingly authoritarian
leader that favors Iraq’s Sunnis, and growing ethnic tension between Arabs and
Kurds. The recent Iraqi election offers little promise that it can correct the
corruption, the weaknesses in its security forces, and the critical failures in
governance, economic development, and leadership. The problems Iraq faces in
2014 are a legacy of mistakes made during and after the U.S.-led invasion in 2003,
but increasingly the nation is dealing with the self-inflicted wounds of its leaders
who abuse human rights, repress opposing factions, and misuse the Iraqi police
and security forces to their own end.

A Practical Guide to Fashion Law and Compliance
Investigations of what increasing digital connectivity and the digitalization of the
economy mean for people and places at the world's economic margins. Within the
last decade, more than one billion people became new Internet users. Once, digital
connectivity was confined to economically prosperous parts of the world; now
Internet users make up a majority of the world's population. In this book,
contributors from a range of disciplines and locations investigate the impact of
increased digital connectivity on people and places at the world's economic
margins. Does the advent of a digitalized economy mean that those in economic
peripheries can transcend spatial, organizational, social, and political
constraints—or do digital tools and techniques tend to reinforce existing
inequalities? The contributors present a diverse set of case studies, reporting on
digitalization in countries ranging from Chile to Kenya to the Philippines, and
develop a broad range of theoretical positions. They consider, among other things,
data-driven disintermediation, women's economic empowerment and gendered
power relations, digital humanitarianism and philanthropic capitalism, the spread
of innovation hubs, and two cases of the reversal of core and periphery in digital
innovation. Contributors Niels Beerepoot, Ryan Burns, Jenna Burrell, Julie Yujie
Chen, Peter Dannenberg, Uwe Deichmann, Jonathan Donner, Christopher Foster,
Mark Graham, Nicolas Friederici, Hernan Galperin, Catrihel Greppi, Anita
Gurumurthy, Isis Hjorth, Lilly Irani, Molly Jackman, Calestous Juma, Dorothea
Kleine, Madlen Krone, Vili Lehdonvirta, Chris Locke, Silvia Masiero, Hannah
McCarrick,Deepak K. Mishra, Bitange Ndemo, Jorien Oprins, Elisa Oreglia, Stefan
Ouma, Robert Pepper, Jack Linchuan Qiu, Julian Stenmanns, Tim Unwin, Julia Verne,
Timothy Waema

Resisting Exclusion
Unspeakable Truths
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to
Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our
time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial
oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his
country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of
imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and
inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress
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and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was instrumental in
moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered
everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG
WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take
its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first
time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of
struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.

Long Walk to Freedom
Whether considered a divine gift or a Promethean conquest, science has
indisputably and indelibly marked the course of human history. A product of the
intellectual elite, but always nourished by the many fruits of its applications,
science appears today to be a perfect system, whose laws and discoveries guide
all human activities. Yet the foundations of its authority remain an open question,
entailing disquieting aspects that are also to be identified in modern science.
Furthermore it is seen to be exerting an increasing power over mankind. Readers
are invited to follow an itinerary through the history of science, a voyage which, in
the end, enables them to catch a glimpse of two divergent futures: One in which
science accelerates the downfall of Homo sapiens, and another in which it helps
our species to engage in a new and positive adventure, whose outcome nobody
can know.

The Cultural Set Up of Comedy
Conflicted Antiquities is a rich cultural history of European and Egyptian interest in
ancient Egypt and its material culture, from the early nineteenth century until the
mid-twentieth. Consulting the relevant Arabic archives, Elliott Colla demonstrates
that the emergence of Egyptology—the study of ancient Egypt and its material
legacy—was as consequential for modern Egyptians as it was for Europeans. The
values and practices introduced by the new science of archaeology played a key
role in the formation of a new colonial regime in Egypt. This fact was not lost on
Egyptian nationalists, who challenged colonial archaeologists with the claim that
they were the direct heirs of the Pharaohs, and therefore the rightful owners and
administrators of ancient Egypt’s historical sites and artifacts. As this dispute
developed, nationalists invented the political and expressive culture of
“Pharaonism”—Egypt’s response to Europe’s Egyptomania. In the process, a
significant body of modern, Pharaonist poetry, sculpture, architecture, and film was
created by artists and authors who looked to the ancient past for inspiration. Colla
draws on medieval and modern Arabic poetry, novels, and travel accounts; British
and French travel writing; the history of archaeology; and the history of European
and Egyptian museums and exhibits. The struggle over the ownership of Pharaonic
Egypt did not simply pit Egyptian nationalists against European colonial
administrators. Egyptian elites found arguments about the appreciation and
preservation of ancient objects useful for exerting new forms of control over rural
populations and for mobilizing new political parties. Finally, just as the political and
expressive culture of Pharaonism proved critical to the formation of new concepts
of nationalist identity, it also fueled Islamist opposition to the Egyptian state.
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Entrepreneurship and Family Business Vitality
A thesis that examines two major social changes experienced by European cities:
post-industrial economic restructuring and new immigration flows. It also discusses
the link between both these social changes with a variety of theoretical
approaches and in many descriptive contributions.

Geometry
�This book provides a fresh approach to building a fashion business. I believe that
both academics and startup businesses would find this book useful.� Karen
Edwards, University of South Carolina, USA �I think that this text will be very
useful to anyone working in fashion. I would certainly recommend it as reference
reading to MBA students and to undergraduates who are taking entrepreneurship
courses.� Thomai Serdari, New York University, USA Learn how to protect your
business through prevention with a fashion compliance program. The book takes a
merchandise-centric �how-to� approach. It explains the laws related to fashion
compliance including, labeling, marketing, testing, importing and exporting, record
keeping, and more. Written by a fashion-law expert, the book includes interviews
with professionals and discusses the European Union apparel label law, as well as
relevant United States' laws, to help you run your fashion business.

Erased in a Moment
In a sweeping review of forty truth commissions, Priscilla Hayner delivers a
definitive exploration of the global experience in official truth-seeking after
widespread atrocities. When Unspeakable Truths was first published in 2001, it
quickly became a classic, helping to define the field of truth commissions and the
broader arena of transitional justice. This second edition is fully updated and
expanded, covering twenty new commissions formed in the last ten years,
analyzing new trends, and offering detailed charts that assess the impact of truth
commissions and provide comparative information not previously available. Placing
the increasing number of truth commissions within the broader expansion in
transitional justice, Unspeakable Truths surveys key developments and new
thinking in reparations, international justice, healing from trauma, and other areas.
The book challenges many widely-held assumptions, based on hundreds of
interviews and a sweeping review of the literature. This book will help to define
how these issues are addressed in the future.
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